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Ab s trac

t

An interspersal training procedure, during which a picture being

trained was alternated with previously ttknovrn" pictures, was

compared

to a concurrent training procedure, during which a picture being trained
was alternated r¿ith other "unknov¡-ntt píctures, to teach naming responses

to three retarded children.

An ABA design with counterbalancing

(BAB)

of training procedures across children v/as employed in this study.
Results showed that the children learned picture-name responses more

rapidly when trained by the interspersal procedure than by the concurrent procedure. In addition, casual observations revealed that
emotional behaviors emitted during concurrent training vrere nonexisLent

during interspersal training.
I^ieekly retention tests conducted by the t.rainer on pictures that
reached criteríon

during the previous week showed no consistent

differences between the two training procedures. Response generalizat.ion
.,å.ssessments, conducted weekly in another settíng by the trainer,

and by

a different individual, showed that picture-names that \¡/ere retained.
also general-ized. General-ization assessments conducted in another
setting by the trainer, and by a different individual on objects

whose

corresponding matched picfures had been trained during the study

showed

Ëhat responses that generallzed to objects when presented by the trainer

also generalized to those objects when presented by a different individual-.
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INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of operant techniques for establÍshing verbal

repertoires in retarded and autistic chíldren are well documented (e.g.,
nonverbal írritation:

Buddenhagen, L97l-; Lovaas, Freitas, Nelson and

I,Iharen, 1'967; verbal irnitation:

Bricker and Bricker, L972; Kogel

and

Rincover, r974; sloane, Johnston and Harris, 1968; functional speech:
Goldstein and Lanyon, J-971; I^Iolf , Rísley and

ì,Iees

, L964; and expressive

and receptive language: Frisch and Schumaker, L974; Lrheeler and Sulzer,

1970). These studies, in addiËion to more extensive research on sound
and word initaËion and pícture and object-naning, have led to the

publication of several sysÈenaÈic training manuals (e.g., Bender,
valleËutti and Bender, r97B1' Bricker and Bricker, L970; Bricker, r972;
Gue-s.s,

Sailor and Baer, L976; Hart.ung, I97O; Kent , L974).

The procedures for verbal training with pictures or objects vary

widery

among

researchers, but most have adopted either one or

co¡obínation of:

(a) a serial procedure whereby a

a

ne\ìr sËimulus

to

be

trained is introduced only following acquisition of the previous target.
st.imulus, so that iÈems are t,rained serially until each attains the

prescribed criÈerion (see Lutzker and Sherrnan, I974, for a descriptíon
of thís procedure); (b) an interspersal procedure whereby previously
mastered iteros are interspersed with the target stimulus until

is trained Ëo criterion

Ëhe latËer

(e.g., Kent, L974; Lovaas, Berberich, perloff

and Schaffer, 1966); and (c) a concurrent procedure in which t\,ro or more

target sËimuli are trained to críterion simultaneously by alËernaËing
between the items (e.g., Bender et a1., 1978;'Guess et al.,

Lg76; Hewitt

and sherman, L975; MarÈin, L975; Ruder, Hermann and Schiefelbusch, r9l7;
Wheeler and Sulzer, 1970). A variation of the above is combined serial
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and concurrerì.t procedure which involves initíally

stimulus individually to a cerrain criterion,

training each target

and then alternating tvro or

more of the previously trained stimuli in a concurrent manner until

they

reach a second criterion simultaneously (Cuvo, Klevans, Borakove, Borakove,
Landuyt and LuEzker, 1980; Firsch and Schuur,aker, L974; Risley, Hart

and

Doke, L972; I,Ieeks and Gaylord-Ross, 1981).
To date only a fe¡¿ studies have been conducted to detern-ine which of

these procedures or couibinations thereof is most efficient

in terrs of

ËrainÍng time, retenEion of learned itens, and generalization of learned

itens across different tasks and subject populations. IË appears that
most investigations involve comparisons of serial procedures with variations

of either concurrent or interspersal procedures. For example, Cuvo et al.
(f980) found thaË l-teus traíned by the concurrent method and by a combined
serial and concurrent method required a few minutes longer to reach criterion than items trained by the serial method alone, but Ëhe former procedures
resulEed in better perforrnance on retention Lests.
t

In a number of other studies, courparisons of the effects of concurrent
and serial training procedures have been invesÈigared across a variety of

tasks including picture-naning (Glidden, Pawelski, Mar, and ZLgman, 1979),
object-nauring and comprehension training

(McDonald, Note 1), and Èracing

and vocal in-ltation (Panyan and Hall, 1978; Schroeder and Baer, 1972). In

ternìs of nuurber of trials

to criterion,

Panyan and Hafl (1978) and

Schroeder and Baer (1972) found no differences betsween the

Ë\,ro

procedures;

however, concurrent training resulted in better generalization to untraíned

íteus.

McDonald (Note 1) extended her generalízation measures to include

testing by a different Ëeacher in a differenÈ setting, and with different
objects. Results indicated that concurrent training was superior to serial

training for all generalization measures.
I^Iith respect Lo interspersal and serial training, Ehe literature
revealed two studies which compared these two procedures. Neef, Iwata,

and

Page (L977, 1980) i-nvestÍgated a spelling task, and found that more words
I¡rere acquired and retained as a result of interspersal training than serial

training.

In addition, of the two modes of training, students said they

preferred the interspersal procedure, which may have been related to the
higher rate of acquisition during trainíng.
Although the above studies appear Ëo provide some empirical evidence

in favor of either conc.urrent or interspersal training over serial training for facilitating

retention and/or generalization, only one study could

be found ËhaL directly compared concurrent and interspersal training.
Reisin (Note 2) investigated Ëhe effects of these two pïocedures on acquisition, retention, and generalization of a picture-naming Ëask wiËh
rnentally retarded children.

Èwo

The results suggest that a concurrent training

procedure may produce better performance on all Èhree measures. I^iith

respect to acquisiLion, Reisinrs concurrent procedure involved alternating
tr¿o "unknovmrr

pictures for a number of trials until both reached criterion

simultaneously whereas, during interspersal training, a:t ttunknownrt pícture
v¡as alternated with a ttkno\,mt' picture until

criterion.

the trunknowntt pi-cture reached

For one child, the former procedure produced more Èhan twice

as much learning than the latter procedure.
There are several possible advantages and linritations of serial,

interspersal, and concurrent training in terms of acquisition, retentíon,
and generalization.

A serial procedure involves training each target

stimulus for a nuuiber of trials

until it reaches criterion.

target stimulus is Èhen introduced and trained in the

The next

same manner

as the
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It ís possible thaË this procedure produces a more rapid rate of

first.

acquisition because the subject is only required to atËend to one stimulus
and repeat the same response on consecutive trials

wíthin a session

(Cuvo

et al., 1980). Thus, serial training has Ëhe advantage of m-ininizíng
interference from oËher stimuli and responses. On the other hand, in Ëhis
procedure iË is perhaps less like1y that a verbal response will

the appropriate stimulus control.

Differential

for a stirnulus to acquire discrininative

come under

reinforcement is required

functions and this does not occur

in serial procedures. In addition, correct responses are typically consequated wíth edibles on a continuous reinforcement schedule. Thus,

a

stimulus repeated many t.imes in immediate succession, to which the child
consistently responds correctly, may cause satiation and reduce the likelihood of the child attending to the target stÍmulus (Dunlap and Kogel,
19Bo).

AJ.so, there are two potential problems associated r¿ith the testing

procedures employed by previous researchers for assessing retention and/or

generalization of serially

trained iËems. FírsË, due Èo repeated presenta-

tions of the same sÈimulus, appropriate stimulus control
established as a result of reaching criterion.

or lack of it,

may

not be

AppropriaËe sËimulus control,

can be assessed during later testing when items are presented

randomly requiring Èhe child to make rapid discriminaËions from one trial
Eo the next.

Second, during serial training,

the target stimuli reach

criterion at different points in time; thus sËimuli acquired at the
beginning of the study uay be weakening r¡híIe those acquired near the end

of the sËudy may still

be relaËively well esËablished. The passage of time

between the termination of the study and later testing may inLroduce

variables r¿hich reduce performance during testing.
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In both interspersal and concurrent procedures differential
ment is more likely

reinforce-

to occur, and therefore, it is more likely that the-

appropriate sEimulÍ will acquire discrirn-inative control over the particular
responses. In the former, each training stimulus is alternated with other
stimuli which have previously reached criÈerion (the other stimuli are
considered to be "knosm" items) r¿hereas in the latter,

thTo

or more traíning

stimuli are alternated until they reach criterion simultaneously (al1 items
are considered ttunknowntt).
During interspersal training, criterion-Ërained stímuli are continually

recycled throughout the study. Thus, stimuli reaching criterion during the
study receive a variable number of review Erials deterurined by the point at
which they were learned. It is possible thaÈ Èhe interspersal procedure
nay produce better reEention because this procedure is rnore likely

to

esÈablish appropriate stimulus control or because learned items are reinforced when Ëhey are interspersed with new items, and the strength of these
.-responses is

therefore mainÈained and stimulus control furÈher refined.

Concurrent training procedures have the same stimulus control advan-

tages as inÈerspersal procedures. In addítion, it would seem Ëhat

more

iteus could be trained per unit of time than during interspersal training,
are not devoted to presenting learned iterns. A potential

since nany trials

disadvantage hor^rever, is that one of the iterns may hamper Ëhe rate of

acquisition f,or the other itern(s) and introduce further problems into the
trainÍng situation.
when a difficult

For example, I,Ieeks and Gaylord-Ross (198f) found Ëhat

task was compared to an easy Ëask using the conbined

method (which, as pointed out, is similar to the concurrent method) self-

injurious responses (i. e. , finger biting) increased under the diffícult
task contingency.

STATEMENT OF TITE PROBLEM

In an extensive review of rhe literature

concerning rhe use of operant

techniques for teaching verbal behavior Ëo language-deficient children,

Ilarris (1975) points out that Ëhe strategies have been vastly improved
repeatedly verified.

and

She suggesÈs, therefore, that further research should

concentrate on developing novel procedures wiLh an emphasis on appropriate

controls during training and generaLLzatíon to natural settings.
As previously stated, existing verbal Ëraining manuals vary their

systematic training sequences bet¡,¡een three modes of persent.ation (serial,

interspersal, and concurrent).
more language trailing

Since iË seems reasonable to expect that

manuals will

be available in the near future, it is

importanÈ Ëo evaluate the most efficient

technique in terms of saving staff

Ëime and gains made by the child.

Recent studies have indicated superior performance for interspersal
arrd concurrent procedures over serial procedures across a number of depen'.ieirË variables.

However, there appears Ëo be a lack of research comparing

the effÍcacy of inEerspersal and concurrent training on training time,
retention
Ëo directly

and

and generalization of learned iterns. This research was conducted
courpare

a concurrent procedure and an interspersal procedure

for training picture-naming responses to deterrn-ine which method (if either)
best facilitates

(a) rate of acquisiËion, (b) retention, and (c) generali-

zation to another setting, Èo another experimenter, and Èo another modality
(objects).

METHOD

Subi

ects

Three retarded children of the St. Atiant Centre in Winnipeg were

selected for participation in this study.
Shelley $/as born with Trisomy 2I Dov¡nrs Syndrome and had been

hospitalized ax 10 rnonths of age. she was seven years old aL the time
this research was initíated.

Her vocal repertoire consisËed of single-

word responses, a few short phrases, and a number of picture-card
(e. g. , tthitt,

ttrrott, ttcome herett,

ttballtt,

names

ttcaïtt).

Mark ¡¿as seven years old and diagnosed as mentally retarded (cause
unknown)

with moderate Ëo severe autistic behaviors. Following a

year training period in st. Amantrs day care facility,
hospitalized aE age six.

His vocal behavior

r"¡as

tr,ro-

he was formally

similar to Shelley's

except that he could name tnfy r few picture card.s.

Laura, age 11, was diagnosed as severely retarded with an inactive
seizure disorder and some indication of autism. She was hospitalized at
four years of age. Except for a few single-vrord vocalized picture-name
resPonses and one two-word response (peanut butter),

her verbal repertoire

consisted exclusively of babbling and a liurited nurnber of sign-language
responses.

All three children

T^7ere

assessed by the Yale Development Schedule in

October, 1980. The results showed the chitdrents approximat.e level of

functioning to be:

501Z of.

normal for Shell ey,

40i^

of normal for Mark,

and 45% of normal for Laura.

Both Mark and Laura \¡rere experimentally naive whereas Shelley had
served in a short extension of the study conducted by hlelch and Pear
(1980).

B

Setting, Apparatus, and Materials
Experimental sessions r¡/ere conducted with each child individualty

in

a small room located in the psychology department of the St. Amant Centre.
The child and the experimenter sat at a small Èable facing each other.

On

(a) a Ërial-Ëiming device, consisting of a small

the table vrere placed:

metal box with a red jewel lamp and a control button operaËed by the
experimenter; (b) picture cards from the Peabody Artículation Kit;

(c) d.ata sheets; and (d) a container for holding the primary reinforcer(s).
Laura and Mark r.rere allor¡ed access to a Ë\,ro-coûpartment choice box

containing chocolate "ChipiËs" and small-pieces of "Cheezies" as a primary
reinforcer; one Chipít or piece of Cheezie per reinforcement. Shelley
received one half of a teaspoon of ice cream per reinforcement. A large
stop-clock was used to time the length of each session, and an audio tape
recorder was used to record all responses emitted during the sessíon.
Video-tape recording equipment qras used periodically to obtain tapes for

procedural reliability

assessment (described later).

A conbination play area and conference room within the psychology
department \¡ras used for conducting generalization tests.

Materials used

during retention and generalizatj-on tests r{ere: (a) picture-cards which
were trained Èo criterion

during the experimental sessions, and (b) objects

(three different objects per experímental phase) which were pre-selecÈed
on the basis that they ¡.¡ere identical in color and form to the objecLs

portrayed by Èhe picture-cards used during training (see l^Ielch and Pear,
1980, for a descript.ion of the selection and rating criteria).
Experimental Design

This study ernployed an

ABA

experímental design with counterbalancing

(BAB) of picture-naming conditions across subjecEs. Laura and Shelley \^rere

Table I

A

Subj

ects

Summary

of the Experímental Design

Experimenfal Conditions (number of sessions are indicated
in parentheses)

Shelley

concurrent (33)

interspersal

Mark

interspersal (36)

concurrent (49)

interspersal (3f¡

Laura

concurrent (60)

interspersal

concurrent (12)

(35)

(19)

concurrent (27)
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initially

trained by the concurrent meÈhod, then Èhe interspersal method,

and then the concurrenË method; whereas Mark was initially

trained by the

interspersal method, then Ehe coricurrent method, and then the interspersal
method. A summary of the experimental design is presented in Table l.
Preliminarl¡

Pro cedures

Príor to training, each childrs picture-narníng repertoire
assessed. Approximately 50 pictures

r^rere presenËed

\¡ras

to a child in

a

¡a¡¡f,6mized order, with each picture being presented on three occasions.
Upon

presentation of a picture, the child rvas askedttl,rlhatrs Èhis?"

given eight seconds to respond. The trial

\,ras terminated when the child

emit.ted a vocal response or afËer eight seconds had elapsed without

response. Following a five-second inter-trial
-";âs presenËed

interval,

a

the next picture

in the same manner. This assessment. \ras repeated

necessary during the study.

and

as

That is, as the pool of pictures depleted

as

a resulË of training, another pool was selected and the childrs picturelraming repertoire \¡ras assessed. Twenty preselected objects were also

presented in accordance with the same procedure following the picture-name
assessment.

During the picture and object-naming assessments, a varieËy of tnotor
irnlÈaÈions (e.g., "c1ap your hands") were randomly interspersed on a one-

to-t\tro ratio among the presented pictures and objects (one motor irn-itation

to tliro stimulus presenËations) to maintain responding of picture-name
responses. Several investigators have found that children r¿ill continue
Ëo emit responses to instructions which are never reinforced when these

instructions are interspersed among other responses which produce reinforcement (Bucher, L973; Martin, l97l; hlelch and Pear, 1980; Llhitman, ,Zakaras,
and Chardos, 1971). The child was reinforced for correcÈ motor imitation

l1
responses on a variable ratío-2 schedule (approxirnaËely every second
response was reinforced), but vras never reinforced for correct responses

to pictures and objects.
After pieture- and object-narning had been assessed, verbal imiËation
for both píctures and objects vras assessed on Ëhe next day using the

same

procedure as described above. The child vras prompted to in-itate the

name

of each picture on three random presenLati-ons (e. g. , "r"y bread").

If the

child failed to respond or emitted an incorrect response to a word presenËaÈion, the corresponding picture and/or objecË rras discarded. Approxima-

tions to perfect pronunciations (e.g. , ttbreatt for ttbreadtt), however, r,rere
accepted as correct pronunciaËions and specified as correct picture-name
responses during training.
Each pícture, and picture and corresponding object, which the child

could not name during all three random presentations, but whose name the

child could irr-itate was called a "subcriterÍonrr item. Each picture to
which the child could errlt a correct response on all three random present.at.ions r¡as called a "criterion

picÈure". The number of criÈerion

pictures r¡rere: 18 for Shelley, eight for Mark, and five for Laura. All
pictures thaÈ were not classified as subcriteríon or criterion were
discarded. The objects to which the child could euriÈ a correct response
on one or more of the three presentations were also discarded.
Ten pieÈures were selected from the subcriterion pool for each child

and used as control pictures.
Èhem

These items vrere not trained but tr,ro of

were random'ly selected and interspersed wiEh Ëralned picËures for

presentaËion during weekly retention and generalization tests (to be

described later).

The rationale for testing control pictures wiËh trained

pictures r.¡as to assess the exËent to which picture-name learning rnight

T2

have been occurrlng due to uncontrolled sources (e.g., home, school, wards).

Six objects \.rere also selected from the subcriterion pool and used
conËro1 objects.

trained.

Two

as

Neither these objects nor their matched pictures were

of the six control objects were selecËed per experimental

phase and ¡¿ere alEernately inEerspersed and presented duríng generalization

testing of those objects whose matched picÈures ¡¿ere trained during the
experimental

ses sions

.

Nine objecÈs vrere randomly selected from the subcriterion pool (three

different objects for each condition) for generaLization assessment.
These objects \¡rere presented following the Èraining and testing of

corresponding pictures in order to determine Èhe extent to which generali-

zation may occur from the traÍaing stimuli to their untrained referenËs.

Two 2O-uLinute

sessions, separated by a 10-núnute break,

rnrere conducËed

with each individual child on each weekday. The procedure used for picturename

training was a modified versj-on of a standardized procedure used by

Kircher, Pear, and Martin (f97f), Olenick and Pear (f980), SÈephens, Pear,
Wray, and Jackson (1975) , and Welch and Pear (f98Q).

Trial iniLiation

procedure. At the beginning of each session the

experimenter depressed Ëhe button Èo start the clock to record session

time. She Èhen depressed the conÈroI button on the trial--timing device.
This resulted in illuuúnation of the red jewel lamp which initiated
eight-second trial.

Ëhe

The experimenter t.hen presented the picture at the

childrs eye-leveI and simultaneously said "trIhatts this?tt A correct or
incorrect response resulted in the experimenLer iuLnediately terur-inating
the trial by depressing the control button and exÈinguishing the red jewel
larnp. Following the five-second inËer-trial

interval,

the red

larnp

I3

automatically llluminated again to signal the beginning of a ne\¡r ÈrÍal.
If the child failed to initiaËe a response wíthin eight seconds
(i. e. response omission), a buzzer sounded and the red lamp automatically
'
extinguished signalling the terrnination of the trial and automatic
progression into the five-second inter-trial

Interspersal training.
Èo be

interval.

During interspersal Ërainíng, each picture

taught proceeded through a systematic sequence ín which a randomly

select.ed subcriterion picture (Sf) was first

alternated with a randornly

selected crit'erion picture (cP1) for a number of Ërials, then with

a

second randomly selecËed criterion picture (CP) for a number of trials,
and finally

with a third randomly selected criterion picture (CP3) for

number of trials.

a

hlhen the entire sequence \¡ras completed, Ëhe SP was said

to have "reached criterion".

If SP did not reach criterion r¿ithin five

sessions, it was discarded. The experimenter presented t\^/o types of trials:
(1) a probe Ërial during which the experimenter asked. the name of the
picture ("What's this?"); and (2) a prompt trial

during r¿hich the

experimenEer also named the picture ("Whatt s this?

Shoe.

")

Figure I depicÈs Ëhe six-step Ëraining sequence for the interspersal
procedure. As illustrated

in the figure, training proceeded according to

the following steps:
Before training began with a given subcriterion picture (sp), the
experimenter presented three probe Ëria1s with the SP (Step 1 in Figure 1).

This functioned as a pretest to ensure thaÈ Ëhe child did not know the
picÈure just prior to training.
one of these trials:::the

subcriterion picture.

If the child named the picture during

any

picture was discarded and repJ-aced with another
The experimenter proceeded to Step 2 only if the

child failed to respond correcLly Ëo the SP during the three probe trials.

L4

Figure 1.

An illustrati-on of the interspersal pÍcturetraining procedure.
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Step I

Begin wíth

Ëhree probe Ërials

discard picture

apy correct?

Step

2

Repeat Steps 2-4

Step

r^rith SP
and CP2

Step

5

Step

6

3
I

I
I
I

I

Repeat Steps 2-4

with

t

SP

I

and

I

CP3

-{
I

Step

I

4

I

Criterion

I

I
I

t
I
I

--

J

,/ = correct response
X

= incorrect response
or
response onlssion

SP

= subcriterion picture

CP

= criÈerion picture

I6

During SËep 2, the experimenter presented a prompt trial

Ëo the child

with the SP. If the child correctly lmitated the experimenter, she then
presented a probe trial

during a prompt trial,

with SP. If the child responded incorrectly
the trial

was simply repeated. If the child

responded correctly during the probe trial,
SÈep

3 on the next trial.

the experimenter proceeded to

If the chíld made an error (i.e.,

response or a response omission) during Ëhe probe tria1,

returned to the prompt trial

an incorrect

the experimenter

and the sequence was repeaÈed. However, íf

10 successive errors oocurred on the prompt trial,

the picture was dis-

carded and replaced with another picËure from the subcriteríon pool

and

the experiurenEer began on Step 1 again.
During Step 3, the experimenter presented a probe trial
wiÈh the first

criterion pieture (CPl).

to the child

If the child correctly named CPr,

the experimenter proceeded to Step 4. If the child made an error, the
experimenter presented a prompt trial.

A correct imitative response

during the prompt t.rial resulted Ín another presentation of the probe
trial . As in Ëhe previous step, a prompÈ trial

\¡ras repeated

if an error

(defined as an incorrect response or response onr-ission) occurred, up to
maximum
CP

of 10 successive errors.

If I0 successive errors oceurred, the

was replaced. The experimenter advanced to Step 4 only if the child

responded correctly to the probe trial.

During Step 4, the experimenter presented a series of four probe

Ërials to the child alËernaÈing between the SP and CPr. If the child
responded correctly on all four probe trials,
Èo Step 5.

the experimenter proceeded

If the child made an error on a probe trial

experimenter returned to the prompt triåI

indicated in the figure.

to SP, the

in Step 2 and continued

If an error occurred on a probe trial

to

as

CPr,

a

I7

ín Step 3, and continued

the experimenter reÈurned to the prompt trial
as indicated in the fd-gure.

Step 5 \¡ras essentially a repeåt of SËeps 2, 3, and 4, wlth a

nevl

criËerion picture (CP2). In addition, the experimenter began Step 2 by
presenting a probe Èrial as opposed to a prompt trial.

Step 6 was identi-

cal to Step 5 except CP, was substituted for CPr. Upon successful compleÈion of Step 6, SP was said to have t'reached criterion'r.

A new SP and

three more CPs were then randomly selected and the entire training procedure
was repeated.

Concurrent training.

The concurrent training procedure \¡ras the

as the interspersal procedure as illustrated

same

in Figure l, but with the

following excepËions: (1) the SP to be Ërained

r^7as

alternated with

Èhree

subcriterion pictures (SPl, SP2, SP3) instead of CPr, CPz, and CPri a¡d
(2) when the SP reached criterion,

SPl became Èhe next SP to be Èrained,

SP, became SPr, SP3 became SP' and a ner¡ randomly selected SP became SPr.

Figure 2 illusÈrates the manner in which subsequent SPs were relabelled
and selected for training.

Reinforcement schedules. During picture-name training in both

procedures, all correct responses to both pronpts and probes were followed

by social reinforcement (i.e.,

"good girl/boy").

However, the schedule

of primary reinforcement differed for prompts and probes. Ior prompt
Èrials, every fifÈh correct response was followed by primary reinforcement,
rn¡hereas

for probe trials

every correcË response \^ras consequated wiËh

primary reinforcemenÈ. It has been found Èhat verbal training fs

facilitated

by ernploying this type of differential

to prompts and probes (Olenick and Pear, l9B0).

reinforcemenÈ schedule

1B

Figure 2.

Schematic representatÍ.on of relabelling and selecting
subcriEerion pictures for training with the concurrent
procedure. The upper porti-on of the figure presents the
SP being trained which was alternated with Sp',, Sp' and
SPq. The lower portion of the figure shows tËat after
thé above SP had reached criterion, Spl became the next
SP to be trained, SP2 and SP3 became Sp1 and Sp2,
respectÍvely, and a ne\,r SP selected from the pool,

became SPr.
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Retention Tests

At the beginning of each week, every picture that had reached criterion (if any) duríng the previous week was tested for retention in
training seËting prior to the experimental session.

T\^ro

Èhe

of the 10 control

pictures were randomly selected and presented v¡ith the criEerion-traíned
pictures in random order. The procedure employed for retention testing

was

identical to the picture presentation format used duríng the preliminary
procedure conducted prior to picture-name training except tl:.at 257" of the

criterion-Ërained pictures were randornly selected and designated as those
pÍctures r¡hich would occasion prinary and social reinforcement if the child
responded correctly to Ëhe picture presenËatíon.

Generalization Tests
Immediately following retention testing, the experimenter conducted

generaLízation test using objects that matched the criterion-trained

a

pic-

tures (if any). Two control objects were alternaËed with the generaLízation
test object(s).

Motor imitation Èrials were also interspersed as described

above (see secËion enÈitled Preliminary Procedure).
On

the day following retention testing of pictures and generalization

testing of objects, an individual (hereafÈer referred to as tester)
r¡ras una\{are

who

of Ëhe experimental conditions repeated the assessments on all

pictures and objects which r.rere tested the previous day. These assessments
proceeded in the same Eìå.nner as reËention testing and generalization ËesE-

ing of objects
Dependent Variables

Nine dependent variables vrere examined in this research. They were:

1. cumulative number of picture-names reaching criterion
over sessions;

2T

2. probe accuracy per session for all pictures (i.e.,

the

percentage of correct responses emltted to Ëhe total
nuriber of probe trials

presented for all picËures

during each session);
3. prompt accuracy per session for all picËures;
4. probe accuracy per session for each main picture (Sf¡
only (i.e.,

the percentage of correct responses

emitted to the Èotal number of probe trials presented
for each main picture [i.e.,

the Sp being Ëraíned]

during each session);
5. prompt accuracy per sessÍon for each main picture (Sp);
6. total number of probe and prompt trials presented
during each session;
7. total number of picture-names retained during

each

weekly Èest;

8. total number of picture-names generalized during

each

weekly test;

9. number of responses that generalized from pictures to
objects during each
Interobserver

Re

ËesË.

liability

AI1 training sessions hrere audÍo-taped and approximately one-sixth of
the tapes ¡vere randomly selected for reliabfll-ty

checks on Ëhe childr

s

correcË and incorrecÈ responses. An independent observer, who r.ras familiar
wiEh Ëhe criteria

for correct and incorrect responses, listened to

Ëhe

tapes and scored the childr s iuritative and plcture-name responses prior to

hearing the experimenterrs decisíon. All retention and generalization tests
were audio-taped and played to an independent observer for reliability

checks

22

in the

same manner

as descríbed for training sessions.

Inter-observer reliabllity
agreements

agreements f disagreements

.

was calculated with the fonoula:
Omissions (í.e.,

trials

during qrhich no

response was euritted) were not included in the calculations.

Table 2 shows Ëhe reliability

coefficients for Eraining, retention

tests, generalization tests, and generalization to objects. As can be
seen, the coefficients range from .87 to 1.00.
Procedural Reliabilitv

Nine 2O-minute video tapes were randomly selected and rated for procedural relíability

l.

by an independent observer on the following dimensions:

Did the experiment,er present the correct picture during
each rrial?

2. Did the experimenter follow the probe and prompË
sequence correcËly?

3. Did the experimenËer deliver primary and social
reinforcements for probes and prompÈs according to the

specified sehedule?
4. Did the experimenter introduce a new training stimulus
following l0 consecutive errors to prompts?
There úrere a total of LLT7 Ërials presented (489 probê trials

proûpt trials)

during the nine 2O-minute periods. The nunber of errors

observed on each dimension rüere as follows:

t.

and 688

correct picÈures presented - one error;

2. correct probe

and prompt sequence

- 3 errors;

3. delivery of primary and social reinforcements for
- no errors; for

prompts

probes

- 10 errors (of the l0 errors,

six occurred during concurrent training and four

1.00

oo

.94

t

Correc

Errors (i.e.,

Laura

C.

E.

Coef f

oo

.87

.98

C.
E.

.99

1.00

.98

C

.99

1.00

.99

E

Generalization
Tes ts

icients

incorrect) responses scored by the experimenter

oo

.94

.99

Tests

Retention

Responses scored by the experimenter

.88

.98

.98

oo

oo

Mark

1.00

.99

.98

E.

Shelley

ts

C.

Promp

oo

C.

Probes

Training
E.

CHILD

2

Interobserver Reliabí1ity

Table

.93

.87

.96

c

.9s

.94

.97

E

r .00

1.00

.BB

C

.00

.94

E

UJ

I .00

1

Generalízation
To 0biects
Trainer
Tes tor
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occurred during inËerspersal training);

4. introduction of new training stimuli - no errors.
Thus, the procedures employed during this sÈudy \"/ere conducted r¿ith

high degree of precision.

a

25
RESI]LTS

Figure 3 presents the cumulative number of picture-names acquired
(i. e. , thaÈ reached criterion)

over sessions by each child across

condítions. AlËhough the learning rates are different for al1 three
chÍldren, the raËes of acquisition are higher in the inËerspersal rhan in
the concurrent conditions in all cases, with large differences for Shel1ey
and Mark and smaller differences for Laura. In addition, fewer picËures

were replaced during the interspersal t,han during the concurrent conditions
(see procedure section for the replacement criterion).

For shelley,

total of four pictures were replaced during concurrent training, and
picture during interspersal training.

a

one

For Mark, a total of five pictures

were replaced during interspersal t.raining, and 14 picËures during concurrent

trai-ning. For Laura, a total of eight pictures were replaced during concurrenË training,

and none during interspersal Èraining.

The probe accuracy over sessions for all pictures is presented in
--TÍ,g.ure

(i.e.,

4 and the probe accuracy per session for main pictures only
subcriterion pictures being trained) is presented in Figure 5.

the total nuuiber of probe trials
the

mean

Lrlhen

for all pictures is consid.ered (Figure 4),

probe accuracy (indicated by Ëhe dashed line) is sltghtly higher

during Ëhe interspersal condiÈion for all Èhree children.

However, when

the Èotal nu¡nber of probe Ërials presented for main pictures is considered
(Figure 5), the mean probe accuracy is higher in the concurrent. conditíon
across all three children.

Also note, in Figure 5, that v¡hen the

mean

probe accuracy for main pictures only is cornpared across boÈh conditions,

the

mean

j-s consistently higher during concurrent Ëraining.

One may expec¡

the means to be approximately equal across both conditions sfnce trials
devoted to alternate pictures are abstracted out of both conditions.
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Figure

3

Cumulative number of picture-names reaching criterion
during each session for Shelley, Mark, and Laura. The
average number of picture-names reachíng criterion per
session are denoted below the horizonta-l axís for each
condition. The arrowheads above the cumufative learning
raEes denote sessions during which a picture-card was
replaced.
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Probe accuracy expressed as percentage of
correct responses emitted lo Ëhe total number of
probe trials for al1 pictures during each session.
The dashed lines indicate the mean probe accuracy
during each condition.
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Figure 5.

Probe accuracy expressed as percentage of correct
responses emitted to Èhe total number of probe
trial-s presented for each main picture only (i.e.,
SP being trained) during each session. The
dashed lines indicate the mean probe accuracy
during each condition.
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However, the hígher mean probe accuracy for concurrent training may be

d.ue

to the f act that prior Èo becorn-lng main pictures, the child received
exposure Ëo these pictures as.alternate pictures (i.e.,

Sp1, Sp2, and Spr)

as a result of the recycling process. on the other hand, main pictures

trained r¿iÈh the interspersal method r,¡ere novel in each case.
Figures 6 and 7 present prompt accuracy per session for alI pictures,
and for main pictures only, respectively.

overall, there is no clear

difference between the interspersal and concurrent trainíng conditions in
prompt accuracy for all pictures (Figure 6) as well as prompt accuracy for
main pictures only (Figure 7).

rn Figure 6, the

mean prompt accuracy

al1 pietures shows a slight upward trend for Shelley but a slight
trend for Laura across conditions.

for

downward

on the other hand, Ëhe mean prompt

accuracy for Mark shows no difference across al1 conditions.

In Figure 7,

Shelley also showed a slight upward trend in mean prompt accuracy across

conditions, but Mark and Laura showed a slight difference in

mean prompt

accutacy favoring Ëhe concurrent condiËion.

Table 3 depicts the average number of primary reinforcers delivered
over sessions in each condition.

delivered for probes

I¡ras

The average number of reinforcers

slightly higher during interspersal Èraining for

all children, while the average nuuiber of reinforcers delivered for prompts
was

srightly higher during concurrent training. rn Èotal, there

more

were

reinforcers delivered during interspersal than during concurrenÈ

training (except for

Mark who averaged

the

same number

of reinforcers duri¡g

the first and second phases and slighÈly more reinforcers durJ-ng Ehe third
phase).

Table 4 presents the average number of Èrials to criterion

picture (SP) for each child during each condition.

for each

The firsÈ colur¡n shows

33

Figure 6. Prompt accuracy expressed as percentage of
correct responses emitted to the total number
of prompt trials presented for all pictures
during each session. The dashed lines indicate
the mean prompt accuracy during each condition.
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Figure

7

Prompt accuracy expressed as percentage of
correct responses emitted to the total number
of prompt trials presenÈed for each main
picture only (i.e., SP being trained) during
each session. The dashed lines indicate the
mean prompt accuraey during each condiEion.
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Table

3

Average Numbãr of Primary Reinforcers Delivered

Per Session for Each Condition

Number

child

Shelley

Mark

Laura

of
Conditíon

Average Number of
Reinforcers per Session

Sessions

ta1

ConducÈed

Probes

Prompts

Concurrent

33

44

B

52

Interspersal

35

57

6

62

ConcurrenÈ

27

40

7

47

InËerspersal

36

30

7

3B

ConcurrenÈ

49

29

9

3B

Interspersal

31

37

7

44

Concurrent

60

46

7

53

Interspersal

19

67

4

7I

Concurrent

T2

52

6

57

To
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Table

4

Average Number of Training Trials to Criterion per Pícture

for Each Chíld in Each Condition

Average

child

Condition
Concurrent

Shelley

Criterion for

Main Pictures

Average Number
of. Trials to

to Criterion for
Alternate Pictures

95

L45

66

47

18

264

93

17I

88

67

2I

Concurrent

725

246

479

Interspersal

LL7

92

26

Concurrent

L43

50

93

Interspersal

46

30

I6

Concurrent

BO

31

49

Interspersal

Interspersal

Laura

Average Number
of Trials to

240

Concurrent

Mark

Nunrber

of Trials
to Criterion
Per Picture
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the average t.ota1 number of trials

to criterion for each picËure (SP).

This íncluded the tríals presented for the main pictures and the alternate
pictures (i.e.,

CPl, CPZ, and CP, durlng the inEerspersal condítion,

SPl, SP2, and SP, during Èhe concurrent condition).
colunrrs show trials

The second and third

presented for main pictures only and trials

for alÈernate pictures only, respectively.

presented

Pictures trained during the

concurrent condition always required a higher total number of trials

criterion (first

coluurn in Table.4).

and

to

However, a comparison of the second

and thírd coluurns in Table 4 shows that the rnajority of Ëria1s in the con-

current condition \{ere spent on the alternate pictures rather Èhan on the
main pictures.

The reverse is true for the interspersal procedure.

Figure 8 shows the Ëotal number of trials
each condition.

presented per session for

The f.act thaÈ, on the average, more Ërials tended to be

presented durilg concurrent training than during iirterspersal training

surprising because trial
\^7ere

and inter-trial

was

interval Ëimes within each session

autoDatically cont.rolled.
Table 5 presents the total number of picture-names tested during the

weekly retention and generalizaËion assessments for each training condition
and the number of picture-names Èhat the child both retained and generalized

on at least one of the three picÈure presentations. Table 5 also shows:

(1) Èhe total number of pictures not denoted for reinforcement (75"/. of. the
picture pool) v¡hich were tesÈed, ret,ained, generalized, and both retained
and generalized, and (2) the Ëotal nuuiber of pictures denoted for reinforcemerLt (257"

of the picture pool) v¡hich were tested, retained, generalized,

and retained and generalized. In general, retention \{as poor across all

children.

The result.s suggest that percent retention may have been some-

what better for pictures Èrained by Èhe concurrent meÈhod across both

40

Figure B. The total number of trial-s presented during
each session.
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6
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ed
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non-reinforced and reinforced picture pools whereas the opposite is
for absolute retention.

shov¡n

The fíndíngs of the general-izat-ion tests appear to

be consistent wiÈh the results on retention.

However, due to the lower

rate of learning during the concurrent condition, fewer pÍctures were
trained to criterion in that condition and tested during weekly assessments.
In addition, boËh Mark and Laura began to omít dramatically to picture
presentations following the 13th week of testing.
Ëhís data difficult

These tr¿o factors

made

to compare across conditions.

An interesting resulË of the analysis showed that, picture-names Èhat
r^7ere

retained also tended to generalize (e.g., if a child emitted a correct

response to the pict.ure-card boat on the retention test he/she also tended

to respond correctly to that. particular picture on the generaLízation test).
This finding appeared to be consistent for both nonreinforced and reinforced
pi-ctures across both conditions for all Èhree children.
being able to retaÍn learned items is a critical

generalization.

This suggests that

variable in facilitating

Perhaps better performance on retention tests would have

also produced sirn-ilar results on generalization tests
Table 6 shows the nunber of correct responses efütted to objects
presented by the experimenÈer (Ërainer) and the tester.

The results were

similar to those found during the picture-name retenÈion and generalization
tests.

That is, although performance \¡ras generally poor across all children,

objects that the children responded Èo correctly when presenÈed by the
trainer also Ëended to be responded Èo correctly when presented by
tester.

Ëhe
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Table

A

Summary

6

of Generalization Tests to

Objects

Total Number of 0biects GeneraLized
Number

child

Shelley

Mark

Laura

Condition

of

Objects
Tested

Presented by
the Traíner

Presented by
Ëhe Tester

Presented by
the Tester
and Trainer

(67"/")

2

(677!)

2

(L00%)

J

(1002)

2

(67"A)

2

(677")

1

(1002)

1

(1002)

r (rooz)

Concurrent

3

Interspersal

3

Concurrent

J

Interspersal

3

0

0

0

Concurrent

2x

0

0

0

Interspersal

-)

(33"/.)

(33i()

(1002)

Concurrent

J

(1002)

(677")

(67%)

Interspersal

3

0

0

0

Concurrent

3

0

0

0

*Only two of the three pictures for Èhe corresponding objects reached criterion
during training.
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DISCUSSION

The interspersal procedure used in this study Tiras clearly superior to

the concurrenË procedure with respect to acquisítion of picture-name
responses. l4ore pictures vrere acquired per session during inËerspersal
training across all three children.

This finding was parËicularly evident

in Shelleyts and Markts rates of responding, and to some extenË, in Laurars
rate.

As previously noted, Laurars verbal repertoire r4las liurlted, almost

exclusively, t,o sígn language at, the beginning of this study. After
her school teacher and the cottage

approxirn¡tely four weeks of training,

staff informed this investigator thaË her sign language behaviors were
decreasing and her spontaneous vocal behavior was increasing.

These

uncontrolled sources of reinforcement for spontaneous verbalizations

may

have contributed Ëo Laurar s increased rate of learning at approxímately
session 50 (see Figure 3) and also possibly ínfluenced her rate of

respond-

ing during the rernainder of the study.
There are a number of factors which may have cont,ributed to

Ëhe

effectiveness of the interspersal procedure. Poor performance during
concurrerit training Eay be partially

accounted for by the greater nurnber

of trials spent on alternate pictures.

It was originally presumed thaË by

providing training for Èhe alternate unknovm pictures, acquisiÈion of
unknown

Ëhe

pictures would be faciliÈated when each became the main picture

to be trained.

However, learning, if

any, as a result of this prior

exposure, did noÈ appear to be enough to offset the greater amounÈ of

trials

(time) spenË. As shown in Table 4, the majority of trials were

spent, on alternate pictures in the concurrent condition across all of the

children whereas the opposite was true for the interspersal condition.
Perhaps this was due to the fact that in the interspersal condiËion,
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alternate pictures \.Iere already "knornm" and thus the probabillty of correct
responding v/as increased to these alt.ernaËe pictures which produced

a

faster progression of the main picture through the training sequence.
the other hand, alternate pictures in the concurrent condition
ttunknowntt and

On

v¡ere

errors on these pictures resulted in a recycling process

withín Ëhe training sequence causing a delay in acquisítion of the

main

picture.
A second cont.ríbutÍng factor may have been the higher frequency of

reinforcement in the interspersal condition which resulted from the higher
probe accuracy in that condition.

all probe accuracy

\À7as

Lrlhereas, for concurrent training,

over-

lol¡rer and hence reinforcement frequency was lower.

The higher frequency of reinforcement ín the interspersal condition

may

have also reinforced betÈer overall atËending behavÍor during training

which led to faster acquisition of the nain pictures.

The average number

of primary reinforcers delivered per session to both Shelley and Laura

as

well as to Mark durÍlg the third phase were ín facÈ somewhat great,er during
interspersal training.
It is of interest to note that the total number of trials

presented

per session \¡Ias generally greater for concurrent training than for interspersal training.

Considering that the presentation of trials

controlled by an automatic trial-timing
constant, the toÈa1 number of trials

was

device and was held relatively

presented per sessÍon ls primarily

affected by the childrs response latency following presenÈation of the
picture-card.

That is, if the child did not respond, the trlal

would last

for eight seconds. If Èhe child did respond quickly to the present,ation
of the picture-card, the trial
interval, and the; inËer-trial

terminated before the maximun eight-second

interval was initiaÈed (see trial
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procedure). Therefore, 1t would appear that the children res-

ínitiation

ponded more

rapidly during the concurrent condition (as reflected by

Èhe

greater nuuiber of trials presented), but ernitÈed more incorrect responses
(as reflected by the lower acquisition rate).
On

the basis of casual observations, there is some indication thaË

concurrent training \¡ras somewhat aversive for all three children.

During

this condítion, the children often emiËted 'remotional" behaviors which
were characterized by erying, tanÈruming, or hiËting the presented stimulus.
Mark and Laura appeared to be the most affected as they r¿ould sometimes

strike themselves on the chest and throw thenselves baclcwards in theír
chairs.

Lrrhen Ë\,ro

alternating stimuli had been presented for a number of

trials with very fer,r correct responses, these two children would eventually
ignore the stimuli by turning away. This resulted in a large number of
errors which subsequently led to Ëhe replacement of the picture-cards (see
procedure section regarding the crl-teria for replacing pictures).
sho¡nm

As

in Figure 3, the replacement rate of new stímuli during concurrent

training r.ras greater for both Mark and Laura than for Shelley.

These

anecdotal observations appear to be consistent \^riËh the findings Èhat

aberrant behavior increases as the difficulty

of varied verbal

Èask

increases (I{eeks and Gaylord-Ross, 1981).
Retention and generalization of pictures

ren. The fact xhat

257"

r^ras

poor for all three child-

of the crÍterion trained picture-pool was reinforced

during testing did noÈ seen to consistently affect performance. Perhaps the
children did not have an opportunity to come into contacË with the reinforcement contingency because the percenÈage of reinforced picture-name
responses was small and/or the frequency of erroïs was relaËively high on

each test.

4B

Another explanation could be that the ratio of motor imÍtation Ërials
may have been Ëoo 1ow (one

motor imitation to every two pictures, with

approximately every second motor response receiving reinforcement), as well

as Ëoo different a response class to maíntain responding to tesË stimuli.
ConÈrary to this study, I^Ielch and Pear (1980) maintained performance by

employing a tvro-to-one raÈio of continuously reinforced motor instructions

to generalization test. probes, and l^Ihitrnan et al . (1971) maintained perfornance by only using one response class (insËruction followirg).

The child-

ren ín this study consistently responded correctly on motor irÉtation trials
on al1 tests.

Therefore, if the above interpretation is valid, it may be

that the subset of motor instructions produced a discrim:ination
moËor and

beËween

vocal responding.

In general, picture-names that ürere retained also generalized.

The

finding appeared Ëo be consistent across both conditions for all three
children.

This suggests that retention of learned items is a critical

variable in facilitatÍng

generalization.

A further analysis v¡as conducted

to deterrúne if there vrere any differences in correct responding on tests
to picËures that reached criterion at the beginning of the week versus
those Ëhat reached criterion at Ehe end of Èhe week. The results

showed

no consistent differences in either retention or generalization.

This

suggests that once a pÍcture-name was acquired through training,
passage of time alone, at least within the limits

the

set in this study, díd

noÈ consistently affect performance.

Although only three obJects were tested in each condiËion (except for
Mark who learned only two picture-names which had corresponding objects

durÍng one condition), objects to which the children responded correctly
when presented

by the experimenter (trainer) were also responded

Ëo
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correctly when presenËed by the tesËer. As with picture-name responses,
Ëhis rnay have reflected the childr s failure to retain the plcture-name
responses rather than an inability

to generalize from the pictures to the

corresponding untrained referents (objects).

In conclusion, Ëhe present research suggests that interspersing

known

stínuli with an unknown stimulus produces a more rapid rate of picturename

acquisition than tra-ining several unknov¡n stimuli concurrently.

This

difference seens to be largely accounted for by the nurnber of trÍals spent
on training the alternate picÈures. The interspersal procedure appears. to
have the advanÈage of capitaLízing on the learnerts past history wiËh the
ttknowntt

alternate pictures.

Moreover, Ëhis procedure does not appear

Ëo

produce Èhe emotional side-effects observed in the concurrent procedure.
Perhaps if given a choice, these children would have indicated a preference

for inËerspersal trailing

as did the subjects in the Neef et al. (f980) study.

Further comparisons of these procedures should incorporate a preference
testing conponent to empirically evaluate the acceptability of these procedures from Èhe learnerts standpoinË.

Future research is also needed to further exanine Ëhe relationships
between acquisiËion, retention, and generalization.

The present study

highlights the fact that retenËion is criLical for generalizaÈion.

The

relevant variables for maxÍrn-izing retention of picture-namíng responses
need Èo be idenÈified and controlled.

Frequent reviews of items learned

during training, as is typically presenËed in inËerspersal procedures (but
not in this study), undoubtedly are imporÈant. In this study, however,
review of learned items was delíberately our-itted in order Èo test retention and generalization apart from such reviews. Future studies should be
directed Èoward determining optimum amounts and types of reviews.
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